LIFE LONG LEARNING REGISTRY
Updated: February 2022
"Learning is not a product of schooling but the lifelong attempt to
acquire it."
Albert Einstein, (1879 - 1955) Physicist & Nobel Laureate

How does Ebenezer Society define Life Long Learning?
Ebenezer’s Life Long Learning Initiative is a collection of coordinated arts and education
programs designed to foster growth and creativity for seniors. Life-long learning is the process
of keeping your mind, body and spirit engaged — at any age — by actively pursuing knowledge
and experience. Learning and growing helps everyone at every stage of life, and for seniors, the
benefits are endless. Research has shown that with opportunities for self-expression and
discovery, seniors experience vibrant living, artistic growth as well as improved mental and
physical health. Life Long Learning helps individuals stay connected to their world — both
locally and beyond.

What are the Pillars of Life Long Learning?

Legacy

Community

Individual Expression

Creative Engagement

Life Long Learning

CREATIVE ENGAGMENT: A consistent space or opportunity to experience happiness, joy or other
feeling of value added to an individual’s life.
INDIVIDUAL EXPRESSION: An opportunity to share one’s own vision, ideas or story in a safe and
supportive environment through a variety of means and with an array of tools.
COMMUNITY: An area or regular occasion where individuals are given opportunity to co-learn
or co-create. Access to being a part of something bigger then themselves.
LEGACY: All Life Long Learning opportunities will provide participants the chance to share and or
pass on the work they created, the stories they told or the knowledge they gained in said
program.
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This registry is a compilation of community partners who meet the criteria of Life Long
Learning. It is to serve as a resource for all Ebenezer owned and managed sites to bring Life
Long Learning opportunities and experiences to their residents, clients, and children they serve.
The registry is organized in alphabetical order and contains information on community partners
with their: program description, contact information, and pricing.
We also categorized each community partner with a specialty area to help you identify what
areas they may best benefit you and your clientele. The seven categories are below with an
identifying symbol and description. These symbols will be located at the upper right-hand
corner of each page to let you know where they fall under each category (they may fall in more
than one category as well).

Continuing Education
Learning is a never-ending journey. Human beings are constantly
learning new things and it doesn’t stop even as we age. This category
highlights the learning opportunities our clients can experience.

Creative Arts
The arts are one of the greatest outlets for people to express themselves
and showcase their gifts and talents. This category includes art courses,
theater classes, crafts, and more.

Intergenerational
Seniors interacting with young children is absolutely precious. Both
generations benefit from being together and learning from one
another. This category identifies LLL community partners that provide
this kind of service.
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Language Arts
Spark the art of storytelling through writing. Language Arts brings creative selfexpression, healing, and sharing legacies to our residents. These writing sessions are
done through group classes and workshops.

Music
Music is powerful. These programs range from Sing-a-longs, to Music History, Choirs,
and Interactive presentations that celebrate social, cultural and historic context of
music.

Memory Care
Many of our vendors throughout this registry have passion for residents in Memory
Care and have adapted programs to fit the needs of those with dementia. In this
section there are programs from all categories specifically designed for residents
living in Memory Care.

Wellness & Movement
This category brings fitness, fun, and healing together. There are programs to
elevate the energy of the room or bring a sense of calm serenity, while also
incorporating physical movement.

This Life Long Learning Registry will continuously be updated with more community partners as
we grow and connect with our many communities. If you find others please contact Ann
Schrempp (Director of Life Long Learning and Intergen) at aschrem1@fairview.org so they can
be added.
Thank you for all you do for the people you serve. This work wouldn’t be possible without all
your efforts!
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ART@HAND
ART@HAND is NCC’s series of accessible programs for enjoyment of the ceramic arts. Intended
for individuals 55 years old or greater (and their families), ART@HAND incorporates lectures
and tours, drop-in workshops, and hands-on activities. Supported by the Wallace Excellence
Award and the Minnesota State Arts Board’s Arts Learning Grant, the program aims to increase
access to the ceramic arts for adults who are 55+.

Whether you’re curious about clay or have worked with clay for years, these programs are a fun
way to expand your knowledge with Northern Clay Center’s experts and exhibitions. Most
events are free and open to the public unless a low-cost fee is noted in the description. Some
events are especially for parents, grandparents, and kids to attend together. You must be 55+
to register for all of the following programs. Join us for a snack—all events include
refreshments.
Contact Information:
Alison Beech
Northern Clay Center
2424 Franklin Avenue E
Minneapolis, MN 55406
www.northernclaycenter.org
612.339.8007x313
alisonbeech@northernclaycenter.org
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Art 4 ALL, LLC
Larry J. Homan - Master MnemeTherapist

Born and raised in Minnesota, I love with my family in Coon Rapids, MN. I am an airbrush artist by trade
and I have spent much of my professional career in graphic design. I longed, however, to find an
occupation that would allow me to help people by using my artistic abilities and love of working with
people. I prayed, seeking direction, and found the Art Without Boundaries Association.
I now work my dream job, helping others who battle Alzheimer’s, dementia, Autism, stoke recovery and
many other brain disorders. I have the distinct pleasure of bringing quality of life to individuals whose
quality of life has been diminished. I thank God for setting me forth on this exciting journey and now
enjoy a most fulfilling and satisfying vocation. As a master MnemeTherapist, I also have the opportunity
to train and certify artists in Minnesota and around the country to become MnemeTherapists. I am truly
blessed doing what I do!
For more information on the me and MnemeThearpy check out the following pages.
Pricing:
$140 for 2 hours – be able to work with three people
Contact Information:
Larry Homan
larrysrareair@usfamily.net
763-412-8296
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/Art4All.llc/

Art Without Boundaries Association Website: http://artwithoutboundaries.one/index.html
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Art with Heart©

Art with Heart is a gathering of our imaginations, inner child,
and creativity of our individual souls.
A holistic approach to visual 2-D art making that values process
over product.
Led by Teaching Artists Deborah Lyon and Susan Roufs

Contact Information:
Deborah Lyon
651-276-4223
dgalles.lyon@gmail..com
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Alzheimer’s Poetry Project (APP)
The mission of the APP is to improve the quality of
life of people living with Alzheimer’s disease and
related dementia by facilitating creative expression
through poetry. We do not set boundaries in our
beliefs in what possible for people with memory
impairment to create. By saying to people with dementia, we value you and your creativity; we are
saying we value all members of our community. Zoë’s goal as a teaching poet is to help older adults fall
in love with themselves again. Aging is often perceived as a series of losses, but every day I discover
that, through engagement with the arts, exactly the opposite is true. My specialty is working with older
adults, particularly those with memory loss and other cognitive, physical and emotional challenges, at
every level from independent living to memory care and hospice care.

Community Poetry: An introductory training with facility staff kicks off an eight-class progression of
community poetry workshops based on themes relevant to the community. The residency culminates in
the creation of a chapbook, broadside or artist’s book, with copies distributed to each poet.

Multi-Generational Poetry Collaboration: This long-term residency is designed to foster long-term
inter-generational bonds. I bring the Community Poetry Workshop to a school or other youth group for
two to four sessions, and then bring the young poets, now more comfortable with group poetry
performance, to a partner elder facility for four to six further, inter-generational poetry sessions. The
residency culminates in a community performance event.

The Surprise of Self: A Poetry Residency for Adults With Memory Loss: This joyful, sensory and
high-energy poetry residency comprises a series of workshops grounded in rhythmic, call-and-response
group performance of poetry. The sessions are designed to fully engage each participant, sparking not
only memories and storytelling but exploration into and celebration of what identity means to
participants in the moment of creation. During each session, lively group recitation of poetry leads to a
discussion around a theme, using open-ended questions that allow participants to respond
spontaneously rather than search for an answer. Echoing and affirming each voice throughout, I collect
these lines in a group poem that we then perform together as a group to close the session on a high
note. These poems are then collected in chapbook or artist’s book form and distributed to each poet.

Contact Information:
Zoë Bird
Alzheimer's Poetry Project Minnesota (APP-MN)
4918 37th Ave. So., Minneapolis, MN 55417.
612.432.9196
zozettebird@gmail.com
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CHAIR YOGA with NELLY SPARKMAN
As an independent dance instructor, Nelly
enjoys showing students how easy and fun it is
to learn to dance and specializes in working
with couples and shy individuals.
She began dancing when she was growing up
in Russia. As a young girl, she would dance to
hymns she found on her family boombox and
would run, spin, and leap from room to room
with her hands up towards heaven—imagining
that she was dancing in the clouds with Jesus.
Her dancing career began at college in
Colorado. She moved to Minneapolis, Minnesota (sister city to Novosibirsk, Russia) and
danced at TC Swing events. She then began her professional instructing career following a
social dance event at Dance Life Ballroom where she was hired afterwards on the spot.
Nelly has been teaching ballroom since 2015. During that time, she was awarded two first
place titles and one third place achievement at the Snow Ball competition with one of her
students.
In addition, Nelly instructs Chair Yoga to seniors in her spare time. Her yoga sessions can
involve residents doing yoga using chairs, matts, rubber bands/weights, or props (like tennis
balls). These items would be provided by the facility.
Pricing: Negotiable
Contact Information:
Nelly Sparkman
passionmeetsdance@gmail.com
612-404-7412
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/passionmeetsDance/
Personal Website: https://www.passionmeetsdance.com/
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What we do
COMPAS has been putting creativity into the hands of Minnesotans for over 40 years. We’re not just a
non-profit arts organization; we’re a non-profit education organization that teaches through art. Our
professional artists work alongside students, teachers, senior citizens, hospital patients, teens, and just
about any other community member to spark their imaginations and infuse their lives with creativity.

How we do it
Our artist tool kit includes visual artists, performing artists, musicians and writers, all committed to
touching people by exposing them to hands-on creative expression. That creative expression can take
the form of residencies, workshops, performances, community impact projects/public art or anything
else you can imagine.

Artful Aging ™
Creativity gives us purpose. Purpose is what keeps us alive.
Artists work side-by-side with adults 55+ who live independently and in senior living centers.
Engaging, artistic experiences bring joy and satisfaction to seniors as they discover new talents
and renew old ones.
Contact Information:
Marlaine Cox - Arts Program Director
COMPAS
Landmark Center
75 W 5th St #304
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St Paul, MN 55102
651-292-3209
marlaine@compas.org

Why Choose COMPAS for Artful Aging™ programming?
Benefits:
All COMPAS teaching artists are experienced, well known and respected in
their art locally and/or nationally;
All COMPAS teaching artists have had thorough
background checks;
COMPAS does all the hiring of teaching artists
which includes: a rigorous interview and/or
audition process; thorough background and
reference checks; as well, we select the right
teaching artist for your organizational needs;
The COMPAS Artful Aging™ Program Manager will address any staffing and/or
administrative issues;
COMPAS provides an opportunity for the partnering organization to evaluate
each Artful Aging™ residency upon completion; in turn, COMPAS implements
changes and/or improvements based on partnership feedback;
Customizing services to meet partnership needs is of utmost importance to
COMPAS;
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COMPAS provides training upon request for your organization’s staff meetings
and/or professional development needs;
The COMPAS Program Manager provides consultation
and guidance on grant development including
information for the narrative, budget development and
teaching artist bios/resumes/work samples;
COMPAS teaching artists receive ongoing professional
development internal and external (COMPAS teaching
artists receive designated funds each year for
professional development) to remain current on latest
trends, best practices and research in the area of Artful
Aging™;
A benefit of being part of the COMPAS team is being able to work in a collegial
setting, conferring with other teaching artists about teaching ideas and/or
specific challenges;
Being part of COMPAS, a nationally-recognized, premiere Arts Organization
means access to excellent resources:
• The latest in arts programming;
• Access to over 100 teaching artists and performers with specialties that
may be beneficial to your residents and seniors;
• A comprehensive library of latest research for
grant preparation;
• Free marketing and publicity for your
organization;
• Name recognition which may help in your
organization’s fund-raising efforts.
A commitment to excellence and partnership satisfaction.
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Daisylilysun QiGong
www.daisylilysun.com
deborah.heltzer@gmail.com
612-251-4148

Service Options:
•

Seated Qigong practice for seniors or those with limited stamina

•

Standing QiGong practice (generally for those who can stand for 30
minutes)

•

Mixed standing and sitting practice – sit when you get tired version

•

Small Universe Meditation (a breathing practice which can last from 1030 minutes)(This is usually included in either the seated or standing
QiGong practice sessions)

•

Intention workshops

Rate: $40 per session (might be less than an hour)
Scheduling Cycle: weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly...current availability from 10am
to 1pm weekdays
Space needs: A quiet room is needed, chairs are needed, a private type space is
preferred. We commonly set up the room with chairs in a circle.
Travel comments: We are located in St. Louis Park and will travel to most sites
in the metro area at no additional charge.
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Payment options: Credit Cards are accepted either through Paypal or at
www.daisylilysun.com. We can provide you with an invoice and you could pay
by check.

Deborah Heltzer 1651 Melrose Ave St. Louis Park, MN 55426
www.daisylilysun.com
deborah.heltzer@gmail.com
612-251-4148
About Qigong
Qigong can be described as a mind-body-spirit practice that improves one's health
by integrating posture, movement, breathing technique, self-massage, sound, and
focused intent. Qigong is the study of transforming energy. This relaxing practice
involves tapping, gently moving the arms in repeated slow movements, and
breathing. There is also some movement of the spine.
About Intention Workshops
This group intention experience is based on Lynne McTaggert's book: The Power of
Eight: Harness the Miraculous Energies of a Small Group to Heal Others, Your Life,
and the World. Be willing to share compassion and to maintain focus on your
intention. Come prepared with a specific situation you would like help with, think
about what specific outcome you would like, and then ask others to focus on this
outcome. Each session begins with a calming meditative introduction.
About Deborah Heltzer
I am a certified practice group leader for Spring Forest QiGong. Spring Forest
QiGong was created by Chunyi Lin, who is an International QiGong Master with a
private QiGong School in Eden Prairie. Spring Forest QiGong is simple and easy to
learn and remember. I have been leading practice groups since Fall, 2018. I am
married and like to make music. I live in St. Louis Park.
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Drawing Classes Memory Care

SPECIAL OFFER- book four
60-minute classes for $375
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Description of Services
What we offer:
• Evidence based health promotion programs proven safe and effect for older adults
• Certified group exercise instructors with personal training certification/experience
• Fitness/Fall Risk Assessments using STEADI model
• Collaboration with building owner and facility staff

Benefits
Residents
Safe and enjoyable exercise program
Improved balance, strength and mobility
Decrease fall risk and improved overall
health
Increased socialization, well being
associated with being a member of a
group

Community Partner/Building Owner
On-site amenity offering competitive edge
Opportunity to increase visibility through
media, marketing, word of mouth
Increased retention of current
occupants/decreased turn-over of
apartments
Increased resident and family member
satisfaction

EverActive Wellness club Membership includes:
• Group fitness classes (Number and type per week is dependent on model)
• Free Fitness Assessment using STEADI Fall Risk Assessment

Group Fitness Classes:

Staying Active and Independent for Life (SAIL)
•
•
•
•

Group fitness class designed for older adults including strength, balance, flexibility and aerobics
Class can be done seated and/or standing
Evidence based exercise program for prevention of falls
Please see the National Council on Aging website:
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•

https://www.ncoa.org/healthy-aging/falls-prevention/falls-prevention-programs-for-olderadults/

Sail class description:
SAIL stands for Staying Active and Independent for Life. These SAIL fitness classes incorporate
aerobic conditioning, strength training (with or without weights), balance exercises and cooldown stretching. The class is designed specifically with seniors like you in mind.
The three components of a SAIL class (aerobics, strength training and balance exercises) are
extremely important to keeping a healthy lifestyle. Your instructor is an expert at leading you
safely through the program with your particular abilities in mind. She or he will modify
exercises as needed for individuals and will always give clear instructions and explanations. The
exercise class will be as hard as YOU choose to make it and can be done seated or standing.
Each individual site will provide upper and lower body weights. We will advise on the proper weights
to obtain for the SAIL fitness class.

STEADI Fall Risk Screening
We use screening tools from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention program Stopping Elderly
Accidents, Deaths & Injuries or STEADI. http://www.cdc.gov/steadi/
Twice per year, participants are tested for mobility, lower body strength and balance. We discuss the
results with each participant and compare their scores to others of their age group and gender.
Recommendations are offered for physical activity and/or follow-up with their health care provider.

Please see attached optional plans and price list and contact me with any questions.

Contact: Wanda Hodgin OTR/L
Regional Operations Director

Direct: (612) 297-0473 | Fax: (952) 346-8680
whodgin@CentrexRehab.com | CentrexRehab.com
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HIGH TOUCH HIGH TECH

Put some STEM into your Intergenerational Learning Center!
High Touch High Tech of the Twin Cities continues to nurture budding young minds with innovative early
childhood programs designed to challenge & amaze preschool age children as well as their grandfriends.
These programs encourage your students to expand their thinking and problem-solving skills with many
opportunities for both individual and collaborative projects.
There are many reasons why STEM subjects should be addressed in early learning settings. Early learners
will make observations, make hypotheses, and use critical thinking. These skills will help young children
to grasp math and science concepts early in life creating a strong foundation for future learning.
High Touch High Tech Preschool Programs will encourage your early learners to investigate and ask
questions while performing hands-on experiments and delving further into the world of science!
Children will discover the many wonders of science as they create take-home experiments and receive a
science certificate for their participation. All programs are totally safe and totally hands-on for each
child. Their grandfriends will find it just as fun to participate with the little learners.
For over 25 years High Touch High Tech has served as a partner and resource to teachers in reaching
their education curriculum initiatives. Our programming adapts to the NGSS (Next Generation Science
Standards)
Please join us for some hands-on fun. We visit every month.
Contact Information:
Timothy Schrader
High Touch High Tech of the Twin Cities
Phone: 952.888.1839
Cell: 612.867.1317
Fax: 952.881.9946
http://www.sciencemadefunmsp.net/
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HISTORICAL PRESENTATIONS
David Jones has been speaking to audiences across Minnesota since
1996 and has given over 1,500 presentations to more than 40,000
people. He speaks on topics that are of general interest. Each
presentation is selected based on its appeal to a large audience.
The presentation will consist of lecture and an easy-to-follow power
point slide show.

Presentations David Jones Focuses on are:
• The Lincoln Assassination: A Fragile Time.
• Prohibition: A Grand Misadventure
• Mount Rushmore: Carving of an Icon
• Charles Lindbergh: Triumph, Tragedy and Controversy
• Statue of Liberty: Two Decades of Effort, Almost Impossible

Odds
• The Washington Monument: Centerpiece of the National Mall
• Apollo: Why We Went to the Moon (a Non-Technical Look at Mankind's Greatest
Technological Achievement)
• JFK Assassination: The Mystery & Legend
• 1936 Berlin Olympics: The Nazi Games
• The United States Flag: Origins, Evolution and Symbolism
Pricing:
Locations in the Twin Cities/Metro Area is $100 for up to an hour. Outside of the Metro Area
will include traveling expenses.

Contact Information:
David Jones Historical Presentations
https://www.djhistoricalpresentations.com/
djones8311@gmail.com
612-619-3468
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Kairos Alive! Choreography of Care™
Kairos Alive! Choreography of Care™ programs transform lives and raises awareness of the importance of
creative involvement across the lifespan for verifiable health benefits. We use the power of participatory
dance, music and story to make connections, stir the imagination, and create resilience in intergenerational and
intercultural communities.
Our Choreography of Care™ programs promote personal and community wellbeing through our
Intergenerational Dance Hall™ public participation events, our Dancing Heart™ weekly programming, our
Community Arts and Wellbeing™ Residencies, and other programs.

Our Work
We are part of the emerging national fields of creative arts & aging and arts & health, working alongside
professionals in the arts, health care, social services and community development. We seek to raise awareness
of the importance of creative involvement across the lifespan. Our culture is witnessing a paradigm shift in
attitudes related to aging. We are moving away from a model that assumes the inevitability of declining health
and isolation as we age, toward a strengths-based, research-based approach that focuses on potential, vital
engagement, health maintenance and prevention, and continued connections to community.
Our work draws upon many forms of modern dance, movement improvisation, folk dance, music, song,
theater, poetry and oral history traditions from around the world. Artistic Director Maria Genné is recognized
for her ability to highlight the beauty of the human experience through movement and story, skillfully weaving
together the gifts of each performer. Kairos Alive! Performance Troupe™ is the only intergenerational modern
dance theater company in Minnesota, and one of only a handful in the U.S.
Most importantly, we are a community-based arts and arts education organization that believes all are welcome
in the community circle. Our intergenerational, intercultural performances – which we bring to schools,
nursing homes, museums, parks, community centers and formal performance spaces – deliver a vision of what
community can be: all ages, all backgrounds, all abilities — dancing together

Contact Information:
612-926-5454
info@kairosdance.org
https://kairosalive.org/
https://www.facebook.com/kairosdancetheatre/?__tn__=KR&eid=ARBYYnrbXX3lyOLsh9TCwZ7S_EpvtSLMepn8DU_RED1AUEL51T9lWQZY55iPvexrnR9_zzJVZ68Nyko&fref=mentions
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Live Your Life
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For one hundred years, MacPhail Center for Music has been a national leader in transforming
lives and enriching the community through the power of music. Founded by William S.
MacPhail in 1907, today MacPhail is a premier destination and resource for community music
education in the Twin Cities and beyond.
MacPhail’s mission to “transform lives and enrich our community” through music education
helps people of all ages to believe more deeply in their own capacity to make, perform, and
share music. This belief helps each person become more effective in their personal lives and to
become more active in the community.
MacPhail Programming:
MacPhail Music for LifeTM is a music education program for older adults. MacPhail Music for
LifeTM classes offer participatory learning through a variety of musical activities. Experiential
and sequential teaching creates an environment that promotes wellness, artistic growth,
community, and self-expression. MacPhail Music for LifeTM classes are tailored to all Care
Levels: Adult Day, Assisted Living, Skilled Nursing, Independent Living, Intergenerational, and
Memory Care.
Music for Life classes provide innovative, life-long learning music experiences for participants.
Participants are challenged with interactive singing, instrument-playing, movement,
improvisation, music history, and song-writing activities. Each session is assigned a musical
concept and goal and is structured with a series of interactive activities designed to explore this
concept within the framework of a theme, such as Thanksgiving, Elvis’s Birthday, or
Summertime Vacations.
Sing for Life is a choral program that unites communities together through singing! Through
songs that the community pick as favorites, sessions focus on the development of vocal
technique, sequentially learning the selected songs, drawing out life experiences through the
music, and having fun making music as a community! We welcome singers of all musical
experience from absolute beginner to experienced musician and choose music based on the
singers’ preferences during an initial meet and greet session with a MacPhail Teaching Artist.
We end the series with an exciting culminating concert for family and friends.
The MacPhail Hour is a performance series, offering one-hour, interactive presentations by
MacPhail teaching artists. Residents are engaged in a stimulating and educational experience
which celebrates music in its social, historic, and cultural contexts. Programs include a wide
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variety of classical, popular, jazz and folk music, with an emphasis on creating dialogue and
interaction between the performers and audience.
Side by Side is an intergenerational participatory music making class in which pre-school
students join older adults in collaborative musical experiences including singing, playing
instruments, improvising, moving to music and storytelling. Programs emphasize building
community and bridging generations through shared musical experiences.
Unwrapping Music is a music appreciation class enables participants to delve deeper into
topics within music history. Teaching artists employ the use of lecture, video and audio clips as
well as live performance to teach more about composers, performers, musical styles or genres
to explore their significance and impact on music history.

MacPhail Music For Life™ Six Goals for Engagement
Physical – to acquire and maintain strength and balance by integrating the whole body in
practice and development of music skills

Intellectual – to build memory, improve communication skills, and increase knowledge of
music as a language

Social – to develop new relationships and strengthen the bonds of community
Emotional – to foster a sense of well-being and achievement through the process of learning
something new

Spiritual – to gain a deeper understanding of self-expressions, and to experience the profound
impact music has within an individual and community

Vocational – to empower a sense of purpose as an active community member or leader

Contact Information:
Kristyn Rupp - MacPhail Music for Life™ Manager
501 S 2nd Street
Minneapolis, MN 55401
Tel:612-767-5345
Rupp.Kristyn@macphail.org
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Do your current movement and exercise programs also meet your resident’s
emotional and mental needs? As you seek person-centered solutions for
residents, I want you to be aware of our proven* Meditative Movements™
program which is especially effective with those experiencing dementia. This
technique integrates spoken affirmations with simple, therapeutic movements
that are adaptable to anyone's physical ability and connects them to their true
nature.
An additional benefit to implementing our specialty program at your facility is
that staff can go home feeling more mentally, emotionally and physically supported because they know
how to use the movements for their own self-care throughout their day.

Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhances Mental & Emotional Well-being
Boosts Self-esteem & Feelings of Value
Improves Activities of Daily Living (ADLs)
Easy to Learn with Powerful Results
Increases Strength, Flexibility & Balance
Reduces Risk of Falling
Provides Fun Staff/Client Interaction

Empowering Outcomes
This technique makes a huge difference
on resident’s energy level and behavior.
It helps them feel grounded, centered and
is especially helpful when residents feel
agitated and have upset feelings.

Melissa Zentz, Activity Director

Offerings
Train-the-Trainer
We offer CEU teacher training so you or any staff member can share the movements oneon-one or in a group setting. Great way for staff to manage own self-care needs.

Class Instruction
You can have a certified Meditative Movement™ instructor come to your facility and teach
the movements to your residents in a group setting.

Pricing
•

Varies and negotiable

Contact Ellie: ellie@meditativemovements.com or 612-710-3415
* The 2017 University of Minnesota research study concluded that Meditative Movements™ may be
effective in reducing anxiety, depression, and fatigue, while improving emotional and functional wellbeing for persons with chronic health conditions.
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Minnesota Historical Society

Museum Based Activities:
•

Baking workshops at Mill City Museum: Individuals with memory loss and their
care partners are invited to bake together and share stories about the foods
prepared during this program. To book a private baking workshop for a group
with dementia, call 651-259-3003 or email grouptickets@mnhs.org

•

Tours for People with Memory Loss at James J. Hill House
Take a sensory-based tour designed for people with memory loss and their
caregiver. Each themed tour highlights three rooms in the James J. Hill House.

•

Offered the first Tuesday of every month from 10-11 am
Cost: Free, but registration is required
Reservations: Call 651-259-3015 or register online
Private group tours:
Available by appointment on Monday and Tuesday from 10-11 am
Cost: Free
Reservations: Call 651-259-3003 or email grouptickets@mnhs.org

On-Site Opportunitues:
House of Memories is a museum-led dementia awareness program which offers
training, access to resources, and museum-based activities to enable caregivers to
provide person-centered care for people to live well with dementia. All for FREE.
To learn more how to download the app, visit our website
at http://www.mnhs.org/houseofmemories. We are also looking for organizations or
regions that would be interested in hosting the House of Memories workshops at no
cost for professionals or families.
I am happy to come out and personally share our resources with you or your staff any
time. Just drop me a line.
Contact Information:
Maren Levad - Minnesota Historical Society
651-259-3480
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Maren.Levad@mnhs.org

Mosaic Life LLP
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Contact Information:
Linda Borgstrom
651-497-4966
lacborgstrom@gmail.com
www.mosaiclifellp.com
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Multimedia Presentations with Dale Blanshan
Dale Blanshan is a retired minister, attorney, and educator who enjoys presenting historical, music, and
cultural programming at libraries, historical societies, and senior housing sites. He has appeared at over
400 institutions in Minnesota, Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, Louisiana, New York, and the Dakotas,
presented over 3,000 programs, led more than 50,000 songs, and driven a quarter of a million miles, in
addition to serving as riverboat historian on five of America’s great rivers and two oceans.
Personal Message from Dale:
I, Dale Blanshan, am a slightly aging gentleman with a guitar and a penchant for stories and music from
days gone by. I offer through this medium my humble justification for suggesting exploration of certain
possibilities that could be mutually beneficial. I was educated in the grade schools of Nebraska, the high
schools of Minnesota, and an embarrassing number of institutions of higher learning, at which I
accumulated several degrees, including a B.S.L.. a Juris Doctorate, and a Bachelor of Humanities, summa
cum laude, which, roughly translated, means “human, very loud.” My real education, though, outside of
having a wife and nine children, came from my sainted mother’s piano and my minister father’s Sunday
school, where I developed a love for all things musical and historical. (Well, not quite all – what will
those heavy metal listeners sing when they’re eighty?) Along the way I learned to strum a guitar,
collected reams of old music, and read the entire encyclopedia.
One day it occurred to me, while sitting amongst the clutter and debris of several different professions,
that what I really loved to do was to sing and tell stories. There was no getting around it. If I had my
druthers, I’d spend hour after hour with the stories and music of days gone by, the poetry, chronicle,
and soul of the nation. From that revelation it was but a step to the next, namely, “I do have my
druthers!” (Did I mention that I have a hard-working and patient spouse?) The rest, as they say, is
history, though much of it – reasonable compensation, for example – has displayed remarkable tenacity
in clinging to the future.
Since the foregoing revelations, I have been having a rollicking good time taking a musical and historical
cruise around southern Minnesota, northern Iowa, eastern Wisconsin, and even the far reaches of
eastern North Dakota, carrying baskets full of song and story to numerous libraries, historical societies,
senior living sites, and an odd assortment of other places. A whole new field of artistry has blossomed
before my delighted eyes. (It is an art, you know. A developing one, to be sure, but even Picasso took
years to learn to paint so that nobody could recognize what he was painting.)
I paint, but with narration, rhythm, and melody. I paint smiles and memories. On my palette there are
pioneers in their westbound oxcarts and Conestoga wagons, songs into the night with the cowboys in
the cattle-drive camps, shucking bees and maple sugaring’s, rides on the rails, drifting tumbleweeds,
moonlight strolls with sweethearts and their beaus, and the laments of jilted lovers and sadder but wiser
maids. It isn’t Picasso or Rembrandt. It’s Norman Rockwell.

Listing of programs/presentations is attached on page 68 with descriptions.
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General Pricing:
My home base is Rochester, Minnesota. The charge for services depends upon the type of institution,
the travel time from here to there, and, of course, the almighty price of petrol. For institutions in the
Cities, I charge $150 for single scheduling or $125 where two or more institutions schedule in the same
day. I’ll do my best to be reasonable and affordable.
Contact Information:
DaleBlanshan.com
dablanshan@yahoo.com
(507) 696-3412 Mu

Go to website to learn about presentations!

DaleBlanshan.com
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MUSIC AND HISTORY PROGRAMS WITH DIANE JARVI
A singer, songwriter, guitarist and
kantele player (Finnish folk harp),
Diane Jarvi is a versatile
performer of folk and world
music. In addition to her own
compositions, Jarvi is known for
her intimate and authentic
interpretations of tangos,
waltzes, gypsy music, ballads, jazz
standards and cabaret songs from
around the world.
Diane Jarvi's recordings Foreign
Winds, Revontuli, Flying Into
Blue, Paper Heart, Wild
Gardens and Bittersweet are
heard on radio throughout Europe, Australia, Canada as well as around the U.S. She has been
the subject of two film documentaries, Muistot and Kaipuu, by the award-winning Finnish
filmmaker Erkki Määtänen. She is known in Finland as Minnesotan Satakieli — The Minnesota
Nightingale.
She has studied kantele and Finnish folk music at the Sibelius Academy. And she has been the
recipient of artistic grants and awards including a McKnight MacPhail performing fellowship
and awarded Finlandia Foundation Performer of the Year.
In 2010 she was the recipient of a grant from the Minnesota Arts and Cultural Heritage fund
from the Minnesota State Arts Board to teach kantele in the town of Cokato, MN. She has also
received a writing fellowship grant and an artist initiative grant from the Minnesota State Arts
Board. She has performed all across Finland, in France with the great Occitan musician Patric, in
concert for Hawaii Public Radio, at colleges and Universities in the United States and Canada.
Jarvi's newest CD bittersweet, an artvesting project through the New Bohemian Arts
Cooperative, gathers together music from her Finnish heritage; waltzes, tangos, songs from the
Kalevala and Finnish-America as well as music of the kantele—the Finnish folk harp.
An award-winning poet under the name Diane Jarvenpa, Jarvi has five books of poetry. Her new
book, The Way She Told Her Story, from New Rivers Press, tells stories of the immigrant
experience.
All of her recordings blend the artistry of her songwriting with her love of world music and
poetry.
Diane Jarvi performs a Café Society program of music and poetry from around the world!
France, Italy, Ireland, Mexico, Brazil, Cabo Verde, Sweden, and Finland. She shares the musical
traditions of these countries and also translates the tunes. It is a one-hour performance.
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A Celebration of American Jazz spotlights American jazz standards and their history over the
decades. Including songs of Nat King Cole, Ella Fitzgerald, frank Sinatra, and Blossom Dearie.
This is an hour performance. Solo or also as a due.
Music of Finland highlights regional music from Finland and showcases the kantele, the Finnish
folk harp. Instruments are shared with audience. This is a one-hour performance.
Pricing:
$200 for each solo performance
$300 for a performance with other musicians
*mileage/travel fee is included
Contact Information:
Diane Jarvi
www.dianejarvi.com
jarvi@usiwireless.com
612-426-1105
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One Man Band

Dale Martell takes his audiences on a musical journey through the “History of American Music” via great
songs, images and stories. He sings and plays fiddle, mandolin and guitar. He integrates his own prerecorded backing tracks to simulate the sound of a full bluegrass band. He also does several of the great
showtunes from the 40s, 50s, and 60s like “Moon Rive” and “Over the Rainbow” to see if the audience
can remember which musical songs came from. He ends his show with a song or two from the beach
Boys. Dale had the great honor of being the substitute guitar player for the great Carl Wilson of the
Beach Boys for 3 years back in the 1990s. Check out his guitar solo at mantuamaker 1:42-1:47 in this clip
from Budokan Arena Tokyo, Japan in 1991.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3FdEeK7rEr

Pricing: Ranges from $125 to $175 a show, depending on distance and number of shows booked.
Discounts are given for memory cares that book multiple shows 6 months at a time.
Contact Information:
Dale Martell
info@dalemartell.com
612-387-0152
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I S A M OB ILE A RT ST UD IO T H AT B R IN GS T A CT ILE AR T
E XPE R IE NCE S TO PE OP LE , Y O UN G A ND OL D. NO E XPE RIE N CE
N E CE SS AR Y!
We create personalized art and craft experiences for groups. We supply all of the tools and materials along
with hands-on instruction to ensure participants leave with a finished project and a positive experience. Our
events are about being social, creative (even if you don’t think you are artistic), and having fun!

C A NV A S & C RAF T S ER IE S
Paint, Paper, Scissors recognizes the amazing impact art has on our senior clients. There have been various
studies about the benefits of creating art, including:
•

the opportunity to relax

•

reducing stress and anxiety

•

providing a sense of control

•

increasing self esteem

•

a sense of accomplishment

•

promoting self expression

•

reducing boredom

•

encouraging socialization and playfulness

Our mission is to provide an easy-going, fun, no-pressure creative experience for seniors in independent,
assisted living and memory care settings.
We have developed a Canvas & Craft series to accomplish this mission. Each event will last 1 – 2 hours. We
are proposing a series of 4 events. You can mix and match from the projects below. We have found that our
guests become more engaged and relaxed as they become more familiar with us and the creative experience.
We create personalized art and craft experiences for groups. We supply all of the tools and materials along
with gentle hands-on instruction to ensure participants leave with a finished project and a positive
experience. Our events are about being social, creative (even if you don’t think you are artistic), and having
fun!

I T’S F U N A RT, NO T F INE A RT!
Creative fun for everyone.
Contact Information: Bev Leckie & Pam Chenevert | 952-237-0559 & 612-940-5546
paintpaperscissorsmn@gmail.com | www.paintpaperscissors.net
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Pioneer Photography Speaking Presentations
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RAD ZOO
Come and experience Minnesota’s premier reptile destination. Since we opened in Oct. 2009,
we are already one of the largest reptile displays, and an opportunity for a fun family
adventure. Marvel at the amazing creatures of the reptile and amphibian world including
snakes, turtles, lizards, crocodilians, toads, frogs, and salamanders. Our zoo is home to over 150
kinds of animals from all over the world exhibited in naturalistic recreations of their native
environments. Catch our daily show or get an opportunity to pet an alligator or a snake. We
also have birthday party options available for guests wanting a unique birthday experience.
Many of our guests will have an opportunity to feed salad to our tortoises or watch many of our
other animals feed. Finish your visit with a stop in our gift shop offering a variety of animal
related toys, books, and other gifts.

Also offer traveling programs! We come for an hour and bring turtles, lizards,
snakes and a small alligator!
Pricing:
Cost is $235 for the program for less than 60 people. We do 100 miles round trip from Medford
for free and then it is 50 cents per mile afterwards.

Contact Information:
Melissa Pastika
507-455-1465
melissa@theradzoo.com
http://www.theradzoo.com/
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Seniors Getting Pumped
Seniors Getting Pumped puts a focus on incorporating laughter, movement and fun to improve
her clients Activities of Daily Living.
Sarah has an infectious personality that gets everyone involved and ensures a good time.
Movements focus on range of motion, building muscle strength, isometric force, body balance,
hand-eye and body-brain coordination as well as memory and cognitive function exercises.
Availability: Flexible, 1 - 5 times per month
Pricing: $75/ class; additional $20 if over 15 miles from Blaine, MN
Contact Information:
Sarah Filipi - ACE Certified Group Fitness Instructor, CPR Certified
Sgpfitnessbiz@gmail.com
747.900.1497
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Introducing Soundtracks, the Copper Street Brass’ new Creative Aging music program designed specifically
for older adults living with Dementia, caregivers, and families.
Soundtracks was developed in collaboration between the Copper Street Brass (CSB) and The Waters of
Plymouth. After its pilot in April 2017, the CSB will expand the program pending funding from the
Minnesota State Arts Board’s Arts Access and the Metropolitan Regional Arts Council Arts Activities grant
programs.
About Soundtracks
Soundtracks explores how music runs through our entire lives like the soundtrack in a movie. During each
Soundtracks small-group Session, participants use their creativity to guide the CSB in choosing musical
selections and stories that they think best represents the soundtrack to a story. After all five Soundtracks
Sessions, CSB artists will synthesize these ideas to create a unique movie-themed concert, presenting it
as the final Capstone Concert. The Capstone Concert features original music, projected images from
movies, and stories that celebrate the creativity of the participants, giving voice to the richness of their
lives and sharing it with the community.
The program has three types of activities
Introductory Concert (1): All residents, caregivers, and families may attend a special concert by the CSB at
each location. This concert features the CSB’s unique blend of music from Classical to Folk to Popular
music with lively audience interaction and music designed to spark memories for all residents. Bringing
the concert hall experience to each location eliminates the need for bussing and gives all residents and
staff the opportunity to experience a fun, professional arts event in a comfortable, familiar setting.
Soundtracks Sessions (5): Soundtracks Sessions are interactive small-group activities designed specifically
for MC/AD seniors and caregivers. These Sessions feature a small group of 4 CSB musicians and occur in
any community space. Each Session uses music to explore a Story Theme, like “Love Story”, paired with a
Music Theme like “Melody”. During each Session, CSB performances are intertwined with musical learning
and opportunities for participants to exercise their creativity by singing, moving, sharing stories, and
asking questions. Through this process we draw out musical ideas, like a melody composed together at
the session, which are aggregated to create the Capstone Concert.
Soundtracks Sessions are non-sequential, meaning a senior may attend any or all of the Sessions and does
not need to carry learning from a previous Session to the next. Sessions are designed with flexibility to
accommodate seniors of varying physical/cognitive abilities so all may find enjoyment and experience
success. The repertoire for each Session was created by us specifically to feature a smaller group of
musicians with flexible instrumentation (our versatile musicians incorporate singing, guitar, keyboard, and
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percussion with our brass instruments). By modifying the number of musicians and instrumentation, we
control the volume of sound we produce, "fitting" our sound into small spaces and making our sessions
comfortable, especially for those sensitive to loud sounds which is a particular concern for those facing
Dementia.
Capstone Concert (1): The culmination of the five Soundtracks Sessions is the Capstone Concert. The music
and storyline for these concerts is created by the CSB using creative elements offered by the seniors from
each Soundtracks Session. Participant-created music and stories are intertwined with other familiar music
to create a fun, entertaining, and engaging concert. The concert design is flexible to accommodate
participation; however, participation is not required for a successful Capstone Concert. By building an arts
event using elements inspired by participant creativity, the CSB showcases the ideas and talents from
within, building community between seniors, artists, staff, and families.
About the Copper Street Brass
The Copper Street Brass (CSB) is the premier brass chamber ensemble in Minnesota and one of only a
handful of self-sustaining brass groups in the country. We were founded in 2008 as a professionally trained
classical chamber music ensemble (which means we perform without a conductor) with two trumpets,
horn, trombone and tuba. We present exclusively our own music, which is an original blend of musical
styles from Mozart to Madonna, in over 30 concerts and 100 outreach services each season, reaching
more than 15,000 Minnesotans annually. Our artistic excellence was widely recognized in 2013 when we
were chosen as a finalist for the prestigious McKnight Artist Fellowship.
In the past 8 seasons our work has taken us to every corner of Minnesota and across the country from
Montana to Massachusetts. We have appeared on live TV and radio, and our recordings are frequently
heard on MPR. The CSB’s educational programs have inspired many thousands of students across the
country. Our commitment to excellence and innovation in music education led to invitations to present
at music educators conventions in Minnesota, Montana and North Dakota as well as recent educational
partnerships with The Schubert Club, MPR, and the Minnesota Opera.
Visit our website at www.copperstreetbrass.org for recordings, videos, and much more about the CSB.
All CSB musicians have completed CARES Dementia Basics training. Project leaders Allison Hall and Corbin
Dillon are Alzheimer’s Association essentialALZ certified and have completed the National Center for
Creative Aging’s Online Artist Training Course.

Contact Information:
Allison Hall
The Copper Street Brass
Trumpet and Executive Program Director
allison@copperstreetbrass.org | (507) 319-7995
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Storytelling Performance
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Sweet Feet offers Seated Dance & Movement Classes that bring JOY, ENERGY, & FUN
into the lives of residents! Tracy uses a variety of music, including, “The Beer Barrel
Polka,” “Alexander’s Ragtime Band,” and several other classics. Residents move,
groove, laugh, clap their hands, and stomp their feet. It’s a great time for all!
Tracy owns Sweet Feet Dance, where she teaches Tap and Jazz to adults. In addition, she teaches
Seated Dance & Movement Classes in several Senior Living Communities. Tracy’s passion is to see
people living life to the fullest, and she loves being a part of that through dance. She performed in
several theatres in the Twin Cities in the late 90s, and traveled internationally as a choreographer. She
loves teaching, connecting, and having fun with her students!

Tracy Doheny Erickson
sweetfeetdance.org
612-965-4242
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Tai Ji Quan- Moving for Better Balance
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More Information can be found here: https://metroaging.org/community-work/healthyaging/moving-for-better-balance/
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TORI’S PRECIOIUS PETS
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Traveling Naturalist programs include a wide range of wildlife
topics from birds of the air to animals of the ocean to dwellers on the land.
Travel and wildland programs will have you stepping back onto World War
battlefields or visiting Alaska, New Zealand or Churchill from your armchair.
The hour-long presentations engage, inspire and educate learners.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Adult-Learner Programs
Alaska Armchair Tour
Backyard Suspects –chipmunks, squirrels, raccoons and more
Bald Eagles: Beyond the Basics – bald eagles, golden eagles
Bear Aware - black bears, brown bears
Birds in Black and White - penguins to puffins
Bunny Hop – cottontails, jack rabbits, snowshoe hares
Churchill, Manitoba through the Seasons –belugas, polar bears and Northern
Lights
Dog On It-domestication to rescue and rehoming of our beloved pets –NEW Oct.
2018!
Foxy Lady –grey fox, red fox, arctic fox
Here Kitty, Kitty - lynx, bobcat, cougar
Insider’s Guide to Alaska Travel Planning
It’s a Sled Dog’s Life - sled dogs, races, Iditarod
Loony Tunes – common, red-throated, Pacific, Arctic, and yellow-billed loons
Loosey Goosey – Aleutian Canada Goose, fox farming, endangered species recovery
Moose is Loose – deer, caribou, moose

Nature’s Carpenters – beavers and muskrats
Otterly Wonderful Otters- river otters, sea otters
Polar Bear Possibilities – polar bears, citizen science
Quill Work –porcupines, birch bark and porcupine quill embroidery
Rare Place, Rare Wildlife: New Zealand- sperm whales, albatross, penguins, kiwis
Whale Singers – humpbacks, orcas, sperm whales and belugas
What’s that Mustelid Smell? - skunks, weasels, sables, mink, marten, fisher, badger
Wildlife Detectives-how scientists know what they know and how to sharpen skills – NEW July 2020!
Wiley Coyote
❖ Wise Guys – animal intelligence, owls, ravens
❖ Wolves of Land - gray wolves
❖ Wolves of Sea - killer whales
❖ World War II on Alaska Soil: terrain and weather, battles, impact*

Base price for one-hour program $85
First 60 miles from Mora, MN are free, then $1.00 per mile one-way

www.TravelingNaturalist.org
Melonie@TravelingNaturalist.org
320-679-9332
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Sample of Traveling Naturalist program descriptions:
Bald Eagles: Beyond the Basics - With nests as big as small bedrooms and acrobatic aerial courtships the national bird of the
United States is impressive beyond their white heads and large size. Their unique, little known family lifestyle and specialized
adaptations make them a bird to watch with new eyes. Discover what isfact and what is fiction about these captivating birds.
Churchill, Manitoba through the Year –belugas, polar bears and Northern Lights. Known as the polar bear capitol of the world,
Churchill is often a bucket-list destination. Less known, it is the feeding ground of hundreds of belugas every summer. While the
bears fill the ice and their dens, the heavens fill with one of the brightest, most active aurora displays on earth.. Discover what
brings the bears, the belugas and the lights to this increasingly remote location.
Dog On It! From their wolf ancestors they carry their pack behaviors. From the breed groups they carry skills and personalities.
They support, serve and play with us. We rescue, foster and rehome them. Explore the-many sided relationship that pet dogs
have with humans and learn the steps that bring dogs from the streets of Turkey and puppy mills into their forever homes.
Foxy Lady - With their high heels, silky coats, and tiny figures the foxy ladies of North America “charm” even their larger
relatives. Red, grey, swift or arctic their fast moves and wily ways enable them to maneuver through almost any environment.
You’ll learn why the cunning ways of these small members of the dog family have been a favorite of fables and a frustration to
farmers for centuries.
It’s a Sled Dog’s Life - The world’s greatest athletes don’t wear gold medals – they would get stuck in their harnesses- they have
four-legs and pull sleds across thousands of miles of snow and ice! Sled dogs have been providing work, companionship and
entertainment for hundreds of years. You’ll have an insider’s perspective on what it means for these master athletes and their
mushers to race for the finish dodging blizzards, moose, and exhaustion along the way.
Loony Tunes - Meet one of Minnesota’s best ambassadors, the Common Loon, in an uncommon presentation. Translate their
beautiful calls, float through their unique lifestyle and be introduced to their equally beautiful and unique relations. Revered by
Native cultures and now a symbol of vanishing wilderness the loons have much to teach us still.
Otterly Wonderful Otters - Playful, furry, amusing, and uniquely adapted to their watery home; that's otters for you! Learn
more about these entertaining and clever furry friends as you play through a program full of facts and stories about river and
sea otter history, anatomy, adaptations, life styles, key role in Alaska history, and essential role in keeping our oceans and rivers
healthy.
Polar Bear Possibilities - Largest of the marine mammals, devoted mothers, prisoners and possibly the first large mammal to
become extinct due to global climate change; polar bears are all these things and more. We will explore how polar bears
compare to other bear species, their adaptations to the far north, their hunting life, and how Native Cultures have related to
them throughout time.
Quill Work – Look beyond their prickly reputation and you will find an engaging animal, unique to the forests in which it lives.
Native cultures considered them a significant winter emergency food source. The shed quills are the basis of some of the best
known native crafts. From working with a non-releasable porky to teaching birch bark and quill embroidery, Melonie has found
many endearing traits of this little-known treetop dweller. You will, too.
Wildlife Detectives How do scientists discover the information shared in these programs? They observe animal signs, decode
bird bands, tune into radio collars and become skilled counters of fast-moving wildlife. Practice some of the tools and
techniques that wildlife detectives use
Wolves of Land - Though genetically identical to animals we eat beside, sleep beside, and consider our best friends; wolves are
among the most misunderstood of wild animals. Myth or reality: Wolves attack humans? Wolves are wanton killers? Wolves
howl at the moon? Learn the rest of the story behind these supreme communicator specialists of the animal kingdom.
Demonstrations, video clips, props, and slides will help you see the world through the eyes of this mystical teacher.
Whale Singers Whale Singers – Meet a quartet of whales: beluga, orca, humpback, and sperm filling the oceans with clicks,
chirps, squeals, and whistles as they communicate across the ocean floor. How do they do this without vocal chords, without
ears, without using up oxygen? The songs change each year, the mystery remains.
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ZOOMOBILE

“The Minnesota Zoomobile and its team of trained naturalists travel to
schools and community events throughout the state of Minnesota and
beyond, providing an educational and entertaining environmental
experience to a variety of audiences. Zoomobile Naturalists use live
animals, biological artifacts, theater techniques, storytelling, and audience
participation to create a dynamic, personal, and fun program for all ages.
The goal of all Zoomobile programs is to create and establish a sense of
stewardship and respect for the diversity and complexity of all life on earth.
To accomplish this goal, the Zoomobile naturalists provide a foundation of
information and knowledge for their audiences as they capture
imaginations and stimulate curiosities about the natural world.”

Contact Information:
Peter Wright
952-431-9298
peter.wright@state.mn.us
https://mnzoo.org/education/zoomobile/#prettyPhoto
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